We address the problem of estimating the computation time necessary to approximate a function on a real computer. Our approach gives a possibility to estimate the minimal time needed to compute a function up to the specified level of error. This can be explained by the following example. Consider the space of functions defined on [0,1] whose absolute value and the first derivative are bounded by C. In a certain sense, for almost every such function, approximating it on its domain using an Intel x86 computer, with an error not greater than ε, takes at least k(C, ε) seconds. Here we show how to find k(C, ε).
Introduction
The problem of estimating the difficulty of computation of functions has attracted attention of mathematicians for a long time; see, for example, [2, 7] . However, despite many efforts, there are many important unsolved problems. One practically important problem can be described as follows. A function and a computer are given. What is the time necessary for approximating the function on its domain with an error of at most ε on this computer? A more specific example: what kind of computer is required in order to calculate the change in temperature of the atmosphere over the next three days, with error of at most 1 degree, if the computation time should not be grater than one hour?
In this paper we obtain some results which can be seen as a step towards solving such problems. Namely, we show that if one wants to approximate functions over a compact set F with an error not greater than ε on a computer comp, the computation time t for almost all functions from F satisfies the following inequality:
where H ε (F ) is the ε-entropy of F and C(comp) is the capacity of the computer. Definitions of these values can be found in [3, 6] and [4, 5] , correspondingly, and are briefly introduced below.
Preliminaries

ε-entropy
First we recall the definition of ε-entropy [3, 6] . Let (X, ρ) be a metric space, let F ⊂ X and ε > 0. A set Γ is called an ε-net (of F ) if for any x ∈ F there exists a y ∈ Γ such that ρ(x, y) ≤ ε. The ε-entropy H ε (F ) is defined as
whereΓ ε is the set of all ε-nets and log x ≡ log 2 x. H ε (F ) is also called the relative ε-entropy because it depends on the space (X, ρ) in which the set F is located, that is, on the metric extension of F . The infimum of H ε (F ) over all metric extensions of F is called the absolute ε-entropy of F . In order to avoid technical complications we consider only the ε-entropy (1).
Informally, if one wants to approximate functions from the set F with an error not greater than some fixed ε, one cannot use less than 2
Hε(F ) approximating functions.
Let us consider an example. Let θ, c and t be positive. We denote by L t (θ) the set of real functions f defined on [0, t], t > 0, which satisfy |f (x)| ≤ c and |f
where O() is with respect to ε going to 0, see [3] .
For the similar set of functions defined on a cube in a multidimensional space, the entropy increases as const (1/ε) n , where n is the dimension. It is worth noting that estimates of the ε-entropy are known for many sets of functions [3] .
Computer capacity
Let us now briefly introduce the definition of the computer capacity recently suggested in [4, 5] . By definition, a computer consists of a set of instructions I and an accessible memory M . Any instruction x ∈ I contains not only its name (say, JUMP), but memory addresses and indexes of registers. For example, all instructions JUMP which deal with different memory addresses are considered different elements of the set of instructions I. We also suppose that there are instructions for reading data from external devices. By definition, a computer task P is a sequence of instructions P = x 1 x 2 x 3 ..., where x i ∈ I. It is not assumed that all possible sequences of instructions are allowed. In principle, there can be sequences of instructions which are prohibited. In other words, it is possible that sequences of instructions should satisfy some rules or limitations. We denote the set of all allowable sequences of instructions by S C , and consider any two different sequences of computer instructions from S C as two different computer tasks. Thus, any computer task can be represented as a sequence of instructions from S C . Moreover, the opposite is also true: any sequence of instructions from S C can be considered as a computer task.
Let us denote the execution time of an instruction x by τ (x). Then the execution time τ (X) of a sequence of instructions X = x 1 x 2 x 3 ...x t is given by
The key observation is as follows: the total number of computer tasks that can be executed in time T is equal to
We define the computer capacity C T (I) and the limit computer capacity C(I) as follows:
where N (T ) is defined in (2) . In [4, 5] this notation is extended to the case of multicore computers with different kinds of memory.
If we assume that all execution times τ (x), x ∈ I, are integers and the greatest common divisor of τ (x), x ∈ I, equals 1, lim sup is equal to lim in the definition of the computer capacity (4):
see [4] . (This assumption is valid for real computers if the time unit is determined by the so-called clock rate, [4, 5] .) It is worth noting that a simple method of estimation of the computer capacity was suggested in [4, 5] and the capacities of many real computers were estimated, see [1] .
The Main Result
Let there be a computer (I) which can calculate any function from a set F in time T with an error not greater than ε > 0. The main observation is as follows: the total number of computer tasks executed in time T (N T (I)) cannot be less than the number of elements in the minimal ε-net of the set F , i.e.
From this observation we obtain the following statement:
Suppose that a computer (I) can calculate every function from a set F in time T with an error not greater than ε > 0. Then
where H ε (F ) is the ε-entropy of the set F and C T (I) is the computer capacity (3).
This statement immediately follows from (6) and the definitions (1) and (3). In a certain sense, Theorem 1 estimates the computation time C(I) in the worst case. Theorem 1 below shows that the estimate (7) is valid for almost all functions. First we give some definitions. Let τ ε (f ) be the time of computation of a function f with an error not greater than ε > 0 (on a computer I). From Theorem 1 we can see that there exists at least one function for which the time of calculation is not less than H ε (F ) / C T (I). Having taken into account this observation we define
and consider the set of functions for which the computation time is significantly less than t * . This set is defined as follows:
where ∆ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant. For example, if ∆ = 1/2, the time of calculation of functions from F ∆ is not greater than half of t * . In a certain sense, the size of this set is quite small. More precisely, the following statement is true: 
Proof. From (5) we can see that for any δ > 0 there exists such T δ that 1 − δ < C(I)/C T (I) < 1 + δ ,
if T > T δ ∆. Let us consider a set of functions F such that H ε (F ) is large enough to have t * > T δ ∆. The following chain of inequalities and equalities concludes the proof: 
where the first inequality follows from the definition of the set F ∆ (9) and (2), (3), the equation from the definition (8), and the second inequality from (11). Having taken into account that these inequalities are true for every δ we obtain (10).
